NEW

wineo 1000
PURLINE ORGANIC FLOORING

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR HEALTHY LIVING

_CERTIFIED SUSTAINABILITY
_PROVEN HEALTHY LIVING
_STATE OF THE ART MATERIAL QUALITY
_FUTURE-PROOF DESIGN
_LIFETIME GUARANTEE
_HIGH DURABILITY
_EASY INSTALLATION
_MADE IN GERMANY
_WITHOUT THE ADDITION OF CHLORINE
_WITHOUT PLASTICISERS
_WITHOUT SOLVENTS
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Healthy living  05

BEST INGREDIENTS
FOR HEALTHY LIVING
Living in harmony with health and nature,
feeling safe and secure within our homes,
that is our aspiration. That is why we
attach so much importance to the best
ingredients for the best-ever ambience
in the home.
Our comfortable, elastic PURLINE organic
flooring is manufactured to our own
formulations. We use the best raw
materials for it. You can breathe freely
indoors and be sure that you are doing
the best for your family.

NATURALLY
SUSTAINABLE

Rustic Oak Nougat
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL315R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC315R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP315R

06  Best ingredients
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THE QUALITY SEAL FOR
MODERN LIVING

SUSTAINABILITY
because that’s what we believe in
■ w
 ith the high-performance composite
material ecuran

PURLINE organic flooring is a specialist
polyurethane flooring with the best natural
ingredients such as plant oils and mineral components.
It is based on ecuran, the innovative high-performance composite
material which takes environmental aspects into consideration
as well as being sustainable and satisfying modern demands.
PURLINE organic flooring combines all the benefits that modern floors
need to have: it is especially high-performance, the authentic designs
are impressive and it is natural. Based on mainly natural and renewable
raw materials, it is produced entirely in the Eastern Westphalia region of
Germany without the addition of chlorine, plasticisers or solvents.

■ u
 sage of renewable raw materials
and natural fillers
■ easy to dispose of
■ environmentally award-winning
(see pages 42 / 43)
■ completely odour-neutral
and promotes wellbeing

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
for everyday use
■ lifetime guarantee

NEW

■ tested resilience
■ for domestic through to light industrial use
■ low lifecycle costs
■ UV-resistant and temperature-stable
■ outstanding residual indentation
performance

CASTOR OIL
Plant oils replace the majority of petrochemical polyols in the polyurethane formulation.
Castor oil, extracted from castor beans, mostly comes from India and is typically grown
by small-scale farmers who also use it as a protective plant for agricultural land.
Castor oil plant cultivation is socially responsible; it is not grown in monocultures or
on cleared land and does not compete with food farming. Similarly high criteria apply to
alternative plant oils. Windmöller processes over 7,000 tonnes of castor oil every year.
wineo has recently joined the first global programme for the sustainable cultivation
of castor beans.

DESIGN DIVERSITY
eye-catching aesthetics
■ over 150 decors in four collections
■ 15 different formats
■ for gluing and clicking in
■ on the roll or as planks
■ modern, colourful and creative designs
■ authentic-looking surface

Find out more at en.wineo.de

DID YOU
KNOW?

■ all-round V4 joint

4
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BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
HEALTHY HOMES
Live everyday life with materials that are harmless in every respect.
Allowing you to always breathe easily − this is what healthy homes
are all about. PURLINE organic flooring makes an important
contribution as it does not emit any harmful substances into
the indoor air, it is odourless, quiet and gentle on the joints.
Its properties make it perfect and safe for family homes.
It can be used without hesitation as a healthy floor from
children’s rooms to kitchens.

80 − 90 % of our lives are spent in enclosed spaces.

An adult takes 20,000 breaths every day, a child even more.

1 / 3 of all Europeans suffer with asthma or allergies.

Only 28 % of all people have sufficient ventilation during winter.

NATURALLY
HARMLESS

Calm Oak Ash
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL308R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC308R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP308R

DID YOU
KNOW?

10  
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NEW

FEEL IT
SENSUAL LIFE

MUTED
DISCERNING
CALM

FRESH
OPTIMISTIC
COLOURFUL

Urban Concrete Light

Soft Oak Silver

Calm Oak Shell

Noble Oak Powder

Calm Oak Bright

Light Maple Cream

GO UP
FOUND CREATION

Calm Oak Ash

Rustic Oak Taupe

Comfort Oak Sand

Natural Pine Beach

Soft Oak Salt

Taking into account current design and colour trends based on the very
latest trend research, four central themes have been created, for which
a large assortment of matching surface designs have been developed.
Discover our interior colour recommendations.

Urban Concrete Smoke

BEST INGREDIENTS FOR
A COORDINATED INTERIOR

REPEAT THE PAST

AUTHENTIC
RUSTIC
NATURAL

TALK ABOUT
ART OF TRADITION

Find out more about the trends.

Urban Concrete Steel

Noble Oak Toffee

Intensive Oak Caramel

Rustic Oak Ginger

Intensive Oak Honey

Noble Oak Vanilla

MID-CENTURY
STYLE NEO-CLASSICAL
GENEROUS

Urban Concrete Dark

Soft Oak Pepper

Calm Oak Mocca

Rustic Oak Coffee

Rustic Oak Nougat

Noble Oak Chocolate

Strong Oak Cappuccino

Strong Oak Cinnamon

12  
Trends  13

LOOK BACK

10
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Product advantages  15

NATURALLY
RESILIENT

Natural Pine Beach
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PL297R
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PLC297R
wineo 1000 wood L Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP297R

DURABLE

LOW-EMISSION

wineo organic flooring is stain resistant

Take a deep breath: PURLINE organic flooring emits

and scores well with high resilience.

no harmful substances into the atmosphere.

EASY CARE

ODOUR NEUTRAL

The polyurethane surface makes the

PURLINE gives off

organic flooring easy to clean and maintain.

no unpleasant odours.

UV-RESISTANT

MINIMAL SMOKE

Ready for summer: PURLINE organic flooring has a

Even in the event of fire: low smoke emission.

high light fastness and an excellent UV restistance.

Escape routes remain more visible.

NON-SLIP

QUIET

The tested surface ensures

The soft surface ensures

safety with every step.

pleasantly quiet acoustics.

SUITABLE FOR HIGH HUMIDITY AREAS

WARM TO THE FEET

In the kitchen or bathroom: PURLINE organic

The organic flooring feels pleasantly warm

flooring performs in every situation.

and is perfect for everyday life at home.

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

GENTLE ON THE ANKLES

The organic flooring quickly warms up on top of

Health-conscious: The elastic surface

underfloor heating, saving lots of energy.

is gentle on the joints.

16
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PRODUCT COMPOSITION
ELASTIC ORGANIC FLOORING FOR GLUING

ELASTIC ORGANIC FLOORING FOR CLICKING IN

Perfect solution for:

Perfect solution for:

■ even subsurfaces (new buildings)

■ even subsurfaces (new buildings)

■ prepared subsurfaces (renovations)

■ prepared subsurfaces (renovations)

■ existing floor coverings (DIN 18202)
in combination with silentPREMIUM underlay mat

1



2

3

1

Top element
PU-top layer with NatureSurface,
decor and stabilisation



Top element
PU-top layer with NatureSurface
decor and stabilisation

2

Base layer
ecuran high-performance composite material

Integrated Backing

4

FleeceTEC-System for
an easy and convenient installation

i

Integrated Backing
FleeceTEC-System for
an easy and convenient installation

3

Profile connection
Fold-down locking (wood)
LocTec locking (stone)

Base layer
ecuran high-performance composite material

i

SPECIAL PRODUCT FEATURES

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

SPECIAL PRODUCT FEATURES

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

 low installation height of 2.2 mm

1. STANDARD GLUING

 low installation height of 5 mm

1. FLOATING

 perfect heat distribution when used

1.1 firm bond with the existing subsurface

 perfect heat distribution when used

 directly onto the prepared subsurface

over underfloor heating
 s imple cutting to size with a cutter knife

1.2 bonds to the downward self-adhesive
silentPLUS underlay mat
2. REMOVABLE DIY GLUING
 installation on silentPREMIUM
self-adhesive underlay mat
 no gluing to the subsurface
 easy, fast and clean to install
without liquid adhesives
 can be walked on immediately
and is easy to remove

over underfloor heating
 quick and easy installation
thanks to proven click connection
 simple cutting to size with a cutter knife

 installation on stabilising
silentComfort underlay mat
 can be walked on immediately
and is easy to remove

18  Product composition
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MULTI-LAYER | RIGID ORGANIC FLOORING FOR CLICKING IN
Perfect solution for:

Install
Ready
Tele-Stop

■ subsurfaces with slight unevenness (renovations)
■ bridging height differences (new buildings)

1



Top element
PU-top layer with NatureSurface,
decor and stabilisation with ecuran

2

4

Underlay

3

Profile connection
Fold-down locking (wood)
LocTec locking (stone)

Core board
Swell-protected Aqua-Protect® HDF core board

Integrated underlay soundPROTECT
for an impact sound reduction
of up to 15 dB

i
SPECIAL PRODUCT FEATURES

INSTALLATION OPTIONS

 practical installation height of 9 mm

1. FLOATING

 Tele-Stop: Minor irregularities in

 direct installation on the subsurface

the subfloor will not show up
 Install-Ready: integrated underlay mat cuts
refurbishment times and reduces walking
and impact sounds by up to 15 dB

 PE vapour barrier for installation
on mineral subsurfaces
 can be walked on immediately
and is easy to remove

 quick and easy installation
thanks to proven click connection
 cutting to size with a saw or laminate cutter

More information is available in our installation guides: see en.wineo.de

Rustic Oak Ginger
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL314R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC314R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP314R

NATURALLY
VERSATILE

20  

NatureSurface  21

NEW

INSPIRED
BY NATURE
The distinguishing feature of wineo 1000 is the NatureSurface
texture. The special finish on this flooring recreates the traditional
brushing technique and therefore belongs in the premier class of
natural elastic floor coverings.
The various textures are matched to the individual designs and have
an impressive ultra-matt finish. The result is organic flooring with an
exceptional look and feel, and an authenticity as never seen before.

NATURALLY
AUTHENTIC

NatureSurface
The innovative technology

22  Premium and Basic
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NEW

ONE PRODUCT
TWO VERSIONS
Two product lines, Premium and Basic, have been created
to introduce PURLINE organic flooring for healthy homes
in a natural look. Each version has its own persuasive features.

WOOD XL

i
milled V-joint all round

■ b
 rushed matt NatureSurface
■ high-quality 1-strip wide plank in an XL-format
■ striking, milled V-joint to emphasise the plank format
■ 2
 1 different planks for each decor
■ no noticeable repeats
■ supremely authentic wood effects

PREMIUM
WOOD L | STONE L
■ b
 rushed matt NatureSurface

i
micro-bevel all round

■ p
 lanks and tiles in classic L-format
■ micro-bevel all round for a smooth overall look
■ 1
 0 different planks / tiles per decor

BASIC

Rustic Oak Ginger
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL314R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC314R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP314R

NATURALLY
INDIVIDUAL

24
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wineo 1000 wood XL

SIMPLY
FIRST CLASS
Closer to nature than ever before −
The high-performance, natural
PURLINE organic flooring
is now available for the first time
with NatureSurface, which provides the
flooring with an impressive authentic look.
The authenticity of the planks is underlined
in particular with a all-round V4 joint.
The Premium version is available
in 12 oak decors in the popular XL format.

NATURALLY
UNIQUE

PREMIUM
Calm Oak Ash
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL308R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC308R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP308R

26
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wineo 1000 wood XL
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
1500 × 250 mm		
Product thickness:

wineo 1000 wood XL

Click | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

Installation type:		

1507 × 246 mm		

1520 × 238 mm

Format:		
1500 × 250 mm		
Product thickness:

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		14 / 5.25 m²		

6 / 2.22 m²		

Glue | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

1507 × 246 mm		

1520 × 238 mm

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		14 / 5.25 m²		

6 / 2.17 m²

Click | Elastic		

6 / 2.22 m²		

V4

Installed area Calm Oak Bright | PL305R − PLC305R − MLP305R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

V4

Installed area Noble Oak Powder | PL309R − PLC309R − MLP309R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

V4
Calm Oak Bright | PL305R − PLC305R − MLP305R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

FEEL IT

V4
Noble Oak Powder | PL309R − PLC309R − MLP309R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

V4
Calm Oak Shell | PL306R − PLC306R − MLP306R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

FEEL IT

LOOK BACK

Noble Oak Vanilla | PL310R − PLC310R − MLP310R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

GO UP

TALK ABOUT

V4
Noble Oak Toffee | PL311R − PLC311R − MLP311R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

V4
Calm Oak Ash | PL308R − PLC308R − MLP308R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

FEEL IT

V4

V4
Calm Oak Mocca | PL307R − PLC307R − MLP307R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

6 / 2.17 m²

TALK ABOUT

V4
Noble Oak Chocolate | PL312R − PLC312R − MLP312R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

LOOK BACK

28  wineo 1000 wood XL
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wineo 1000 wood XL
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
1500 × 250 mm		
Product thickness:

Click | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

1507 × 246 mm		

1520 × 238 mm

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		14 / 5.25 m²		

6 / 2.22 m²		

6 / 2.17 m²

V4

Installed area Rustic Oak Taupe | PL313R − PLC313R − MLP313R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

V4
Rustic Oak Taupe | PL313R − PLC313R − MLP313R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

GO UP

V4
Rustic Oak Ginger | PL314R − PLC314R − MLP314R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

TALK ABOUT

V4
Rustic Oak Nougat | PL315R − PLC315R − MLP315R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

LOOK BACK

V4
Rustic Oak Coffee | PL316R − PLC316R − MLP316R | lacquered, all-round joint (V4)

LOOK BACK
Rustic Oak Nougat
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PL315R
wineo 1000 wood XL | Elastic | PLC315R
wineo 1000 wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP315R

NATURALLY
HARMONIOUS

30
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wineo 1000 wood L | stone L

SIMPLY
STRAIGHTFORWARD
The 10 popular wood designs and
4 stone decors form a timeless basis
for any current home interior trend.
Complete with a micro-bevel and matt
finish, this flooring will captivate with its
tranquil overall effect and natural look.
A classic for any room!

NATURALLY
TRENDY

BASIC
Strong Oak Cappuccino
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PL303R
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PLC303R
wineo 1000 wood L Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP303R

32
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wineo 1000 wood L
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
1298 × 199 mm		
Product thickness:

wineo 1000 wood L

Click | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

Installation type:		

1295 × 195 mm		

1288 × 187 mm

Format:		
1298 × 199 mm		
Product thickness:

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		20 / 5.17 m²		

8 / 2.02 m²		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

1295 × 195 mm		

1288 × 187 mm

8 / 2.02 m²		

8 / 1.93 m²

Installed area Comfort Oak Sand | PL298R − PLC298R − MLP298R | micro-bevel all round

FEEL IT

Installed area Natural Pine Beach | PL297R − PLC297R − MLP297R | micro-bevel all round

Natural Pine Beach | PL297R − PLC297R − MLP297R | micro-bevel all round

Click | Elastic		

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		20 / 5.17 m²		

8 / 1.93 m²

Installed area Light Maple Cream | PL296R − PLC296R − MLP296R | micro-bevel all round

Light Maple Cream | PL296R − PLC296R − MLP296R | micro-bevel all round

Glue | Elastic		

GO UP

Comfort Oak Sand | PL298R − PLC298R − MLP298R | micro-bevel all round

GO UP

34  wineo 1000 wood L
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wineo 1000 wood L
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
1298 × 199 mm		
Product thickness:

Click | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

1295 × 195 mm		

1288 × 187 mm

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		20 / 5.17 m²		

8 / 2.02 m²		

8 / 1.93 m²

Installed area Intensive Oak Honey | PL299R − PLC299R − MLP299R | micro-bevel all round

Intensive Oak Honey | PL299R − PLC299R − MLP299R | micro-bevel all round

TALK ABOUT

Intensive Oak Caramel | PL300R − PLC300R − MLP300R | micro-bevel all round

TALK ABOUT

Intensive Oak Honey
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PL299R
wineo 1000 wood L | Elastic | PLC299R
wineo 1000 wood L Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP299R

NATURALLY
INVITING

36  
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wineo 1000 wood L
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
1298 × 199 mm		
Product thickness:

wineo 1000 wood L

Click | Elastic		

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

Installation type:		

1295 × 195 mm		

1288 × 187 mm

Format:		
1298 × 199 mm		
Product thickness:

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		20 / 5.17 m²		

8 / 2.02 m²		

Glue | Elastic		

Installed area Strong Oak Cinnamon | PL301R − PLC301R − MLP301R | micro-bevel all round

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

1295 × 195 mm		

1288 × 187 mm

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		20 / 5.17 m²		

8 / 1.93 m²

Click | Elastic		

8 / 2.02 m²		

8 / 1.93 m²

Installed area Soft Oak Salt | PL295R − PLC295R − MLP295R | micro-bevel all round

Strong Oak Cinnamon | PL301R − PLC301R − MLP301R | micro-bevel all round

LOOK BACK

Soft Oak Salt | PL295R − PLC295R − MLP295R | micro-bevel all round

Strong Oak Cappuccino | PL303R − PLC303R − MLP303R | micro-bevel all round

LOOK BACK

Soft Oak Pepper | PL304R − PLC304R − MLP304R | micro-bevel all round

Soft Oak Silver | PL302R − PLC302R − MLP302R | micro-bevel all round

GO UP

LOOK BACK

FEEL IT

38  wineo 1000 stone L
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wineo 1000 stone L
Installation type:		

Glue | Elastic		

Format:		
645 × 335 mm		
Product thickness:

Click | Elastic

Click | Multi-Layer | Rigid

642 × 330.5 mm

636 × 319 mm

2.2 mm			5 mm			9 mm

Planks / Box:		22 / 4.75 m²		

Urban Concrete Light | PL317R − PLC317R − MLP317R
micro-bevel all round

Urban Concrete Steel | PL319R − PLC319R − MLP319R
micro-bevel all round

10 / 2.12 m²		

FEEL IT

TALK ABOUT

9 / 1.83 m²

Urban Concrete Smoke | PL318R − PLC318R − MLP318R
micro-bevel all round

Urban Concrete Dark | PL320R − PLC320R − MLP320R
micro-bevel all round

GO UP

LOOK BACK

Urban Concrete Light
wineo 1000 stone L | Elastic | PL317R
wineo 1000 stone L | Elastic | PLC317R
wineo 1000 stone L Multi-Layer | Rigid | MLP317R

NATURALLY
ROBUST

40  PERFECT FIT accessories
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PERFECT FIT ACCESSORIES

SERVICE
WINEO WORKSPACE &
VIRTUAL SHOWROOM

UNDERLAYS
We recommend using our polyurethane underlay material with wineo 1000.
The basis is provided by ecuran, a high-performance composite material that is
manufactured primarily from plant-based oils such as canola oil or castor oil and
naturally-occurring mineral components such as chalk.
■ fast, energy-efficient distribution of ground heat
■ excellent noise reduction with hard and soft floor coverings

i

Discover the whole world of wineo

Detailed information can be found
in our accessories brochure.
(Art.-no. 20091021)

flooring on 2,000 square metres of

Download now:

covering is available here to discover

our workspace, the showroom at our
Augustdorf site. Every wineo floor
and touch. Or go on a virtual voyage of

■ long-life performance of at least 30 years

discovery from the comfort of your own

■ outstanding residual indentation behaviour

home and marvel at our new products

■ sustainable raw materials

in our virtual showroom.

■ without chlorine, plasticisers or solvents

EN.WINEO.DE
Even more information is available on
our website:
■ dealer portal with direct

SKIRTINGS

ordering option

■ decor matching MDF skirtings for all wineo floors

■ our top reference projects

■ universally usable skirtings in MDF as well as

■ tender specifications

plastic / aluminium

■ technical data sheets

■ installation heights from 60 mm to 100 mm

PURLINE organic flooring

■ plastic mounting clips included in the range of

Discover the next generation of
sustainable floor coverings

accessories; alternatively glue or tack
■ self-adhesive corner elements for easy installation

■ cleaning and installation
instructions
■ find a dealer
■ video portal with lots of tips
■ newsletter registration

WINEO FLOOR VIEWER
PROFILES

Any wineo floor can be simulated in
your own home in an instant with our

■ Comfort Profiles (self-adhesive profiles) for DIYers

wineo Floor Viewer. The ideal way to

■ Premium Profiles (screwable profiles)

choose the perfect flooring for you.

for professionals
■ profile types for different applications:
Transition, Adjustment and End profiles,
L-End profiles, expansion joint profile,
Angle profiles and stair nosing profiles

Test the wineo Floor Viewer now at
floorviewer.wineo.de or by QR code.
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GUARANTEED HEALTHY LIVING
Environmental certifications

Environmental certifications
cradle to cradle®
The cradle to cradle® certification confirms the utilisation of environmentally safe,
healthy and reusable materials (technical reutilisation) and the use of solar power
or other regenerative sources of energy, together with responsible water
stewardship and strategies adopted by a company to embrace its responsibility
to society.
Blue Angel (Blauer Engel)
The “Blue Angel” guarantees that our products and services fulfil high
requirements placed on environmental, health and usage properties.
Criteria are complied for each product group, which are checked every three
to four years by the Federal Environment Agency.
Austrian eco-label (Österreichisches Umweltzeichen)
The “Österreichisches Umweltzeichen” (Austrian eco-label) assesses products
from quality, health-related and ecological standpoints. Basically, products can
only be certified if they are harmless health-wise. The fulfilment of the criteria is
checked every four years.
Greenguard
DThe Greenguard certificate ensures that a product fullfils the strictest and most
comprehensive requirements for emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs) into the air.

SM

Declare
Voluntary self-disclosure programme aimed at transforming the building materials
industry into a healthier and more environmentally friendly product through
transparency of ingredients used. By participating in Declare, manufacturers
are obligated to disclose all ingredients.
M1
Just like the “Blue Angel” quality mark in Germany, the M1 seal in the Finnish
market labels our products as environmentally friendly, health-friendly and
consumer-friendly. The focus is on emissions of Volatile Organic Compounds
(VOCs).
A+
Just like the “Blue Angel” in Germany, the A+ seal identifies our products as
ecological, healthy and user-friendly in the French market.

Information représentative des émissions dans l’air
intérieur des substances volatiles présentant un risque de
toxicité par inhalation, sur une échelle de classe allant de
C (fortes émissions) à A+ (très faibles émissions)

TFI-TÜV PROFiCERT PREMIUM for Multi-Layer
The TFI (Textiles & Flooring Institute GmbH) and the TÜV Hessen evaluate
products based on qualitative, health and ecological principals. Fundamentally,
only products that are considered harmless to health can be certified.







FloorScore ®
With SCS Global Services' FloorScore ® certificate program manufacturers of
floor coverings can assess the conformity of their products with the emission
requirements in the U.S. but also worldwide utilized building evaluation systems,
such as LEED clearly.



BREEAM
The British sustainability certificate for development projects is used in
15 other countries.



DGNB
Certification system of the German Sustainable Building Council and the Federal
Ministry of Transport, Building and Urban Affairs. Evaluates a building’s quality
over its entire life cycle and is internationally applicable.



LEED
Rating system of the US Green Building Council. It considers the regional and local
criteria according to global standards. The use of building materials with cradle to
cradle proof is evaluated with bonus points.



WELL
The WELL Building Standard (WELL) focuses on health and well-being of the
people within in the building.







Building certification / Product declaration





eco-bau Switzerland (eco-bau Schweiz)
Eco-Bau assesses the ecological aspects of building materials and services.
It encompasses all of the significant environmental effects during the entire
lifespan of the materials. The assessment is made on the basis of the following
criteria: conservation of natural resources, energy for producing materials, solvent
emissions, presence of environmentally and health-damaging components,
emission of heavy metals and other damaging substances.



EPD
The environmental product declarations is a transparancy tool for the sustainability
valuation of products. It is the basis for sustainability calculations for buildings.



Sentinel Haus Institut
The Sentinel Haus Institut is a leading engineering service provider and knowledge
leader for more healthy building, refurbishment and renovation.



Heinze
Germany’s leading information platform for building products, company profiles and
architectural projects.



Information plattforms

44  Technical data
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NATURALLY HIGH-PERFORMANCE
PREMIUM

BASIC

wineo 1000

wood XL | Elastic

wood XL | Elastic

wood XL Multi-Layer | Rigid

wood L | Elastic

wood L | Elastic

wood L Multi-Layer | Rigid

stone L | Elastic

stone L | Elastic

stone L Multi-Layer | Rigid

Installation type

to glue

to click

to click

to glue

to click

to click

to glue

to click

to click

Locking

-

Fold-Down

Fold-Down

-

Fold-Down

Fold-Down

-

LocTec

LocTec

Joint

V4

V4

V4

-

-

-

-

-

-

Format

1500 × 250 mm

1507 × 246 mm

1520 × 238 mm

1298 × 199 mm

1295 × 195 mm

1288 × 187 mm

645 × 335 mm

642 × 330.5 mm

636 × 319 mm

Product thickness

2.2 mm

5 mm

9 mm

2.2 mm

5 mm

9 mm

2.2 mm

5 mm

9 mm

Content / box

14 / 5.25 m

6 / 2.22 m

6 / 2.17 m

20 / 5.17 m

8 / 2.02 m

8 / 1.93 m

22 / 4.75 m

10 / 2.12 m

9 / 1.83 m2

Boxes / pallet

56 / 294.00 m2

48 / 106.56 m2

48 / 104.16 m2

60 / 310.20 m2

56 / 113.12 m2

44 / 84.92 m2

66 / 313.50 m2

52 / 110.24 m2

60 / 109.80 m2

Weight

~ 3 kg / m2

~ 9 kg / m2

8.7 kg / m2

~ 3 kg / m2

~ 9 kg / m2

8.7 kg / m2

~ 3 kg / m2

~ 9 kg / m2

8.7 kg / m2

Utilization classes | EN ISO 10874

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

23 / 32

2

2

2

2

Staining /
chemical resistance
EN ISO 26987

2

2

2

very good resistance with regards to concentration and exposure time

Reaction to fire | EN 13501-1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Cfl - s1

Anti slip category | DIN 51130

R9

R9

R9

R9

R9

R9

R9

R9

R9

Light fastness | EN ISO 105-B02

~7

~7

~7

~7

~7

~7

~7

~7

~7

Residual indentation | EN ISO 24343-1

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

≤ 0.10 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

≤ 0.05 mm

Dimensional stability | EN ISO 23999

≤ 0.15 %

≤ 0.10 %

-

≤ 0.15 %

≤ 0.10 %

-

≤ 0.15 %

≤ 0.10 %

-

Suitable for all conventional hot water underfloor heating and electrical systems regulated up to a surface temperature of 27 °C.

Underfloor heating
Thermal resistance | EN 12667

0.01 (m²K) / W

0.01 (m²K) / W

0.06 (m²K) / W

0.01 (m²K) / W

0.01 (m²K) / W

Castor chair test | EN 425 / ISO 4918
Impact sound reduction | EN ISO 10140

Anti-static properties | EN 1815

0.06 (m²K) / W

0.01 (m²K) / W

0.01 (m²K) / W

0.06 (m²K) / W

~ 15 dB

~ 4 dB

~ 6 dB

~ 15 dB

≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

type W
~ 4 dB

~ 6 dB

~ 15 dB

~ 4 dB

~ 6 dB
Foot Type 2 – no damage

Effect of a furniture leg | EN 424
≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

≤ 2 kV

*Guarantee

NEW

2

≤ 2 kV

en.wineo.de/service/guarantee

Windmöller GmbH offers a manufacturer's lifetime warranty for PURLINE organic flooring in the residential sector.
If an underlay material is used, the warranty is only valid if a recommended wineo PERFECT FIT underlay mat is used.
For more information, please visit: en.wineo.de/service/guarantee

stone L
Elastic

wood XL
wood L

Elastic
V4

Utilisation class 23:
Domestic area with
intensive usage
Utilisation class 32:
Normal use in the
commercial sector

1500 × 250 × 2.2 mm

Elastic

1298 × 199 × 2.2 mm
Elastic
V4

1507 × 246 × 5 mm

Elastic

642 × 330,5 × 5 mm

Elastic

1295 × 195 × 5 mm
Multi-Layer | Rigid

Multi-Layer | Rigid
V4

645 × 335 × 2.2 mm

Multi-Layer | Rigid

1520 × 238 × 9 mm

All decors shown in this brochure are reproductions. Windmöller GmbH provides no guarantee with regard to mistakes, printing errors and technical changes.

1288 × 187 × 9 mm

636 × 319 × 9 mm
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FORWARD THINKING. ALWAYS.
That is why we are constantly working on innovations and products
that can do more. In recent years, we have been able to bring several
new products to market which can now be found
in many households and public buildings. Worldwide.
For generations, Windmöller has been known for its dedication to future
development and collaborative partnerships. We impress people,
companies and markets all over the world with our flooring ideas,
materials and technologies.

“Our products are always as sustainable
as current technology allows. And we are
getting better at it every day. Because striving
for sustainability is what drives us.”
Matthias Windmöller
CEO Windmöller GmbH

Nord-West-Ring 21
D-32832 Augustdorf
Tel.: +49 (0) 52 37 609 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 52 37 609 - 309
info@wineo.de

www.wineo.de
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